
Najmat Al Fawares General Contracting

Suite # No.1705, 17 floor,Al Attar Tower, Sh. Zayed Road, Dubai
Dubai
P.O.Box 41709
United Arab Emirates

Phone: +971 4 3218631
Fax: +971 4 3218633

Established in May 2004 Najmat Al Fawares is the topnotch General Contracting

Company in UAE.

We are a General Contracting Company that is classified under “Special Category:

Infrastructure, Roads and Buildings”, the highest category by the U.A.E

Government, and have played a prominent role in the construction of some of UAE’s

most fundamental infrastructure and prestigious buildings.

We specialize in Infrastructure, Buildings and Electromechanical works and have

continuously met the challenging demands of various Civil Engineering projects that

cover all aspects of the construction industry value chain in the following

fields:Infrastructure projects such as Roads, Bridges, Landscaping, Sewerage,

Water, Drainage and Power Networks, Substations, Pump stations and Street

LightingHigh Rise and Public BuildingsCommercial and Industrial Buildings and

TheatersResidential Buildings and VillasAirports & Seaports including Control Tower

Buildings and EquipmentElectromechanical Works for Buildings, Ports, Stadiums and

TheatersThroughout our history, we have cultivated strong relationships with a

select group of clients such as the Government of various departments, the UAE

Armed Forces, Private sectors are Real Estate, to name a few. Through

determination, consistency in fulfilling our clients’ wishes and solid relationships

with our clients and suppliers, Najmat Al Fawares has successfully served UAE for                                                page 1 / 2



many

years.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MissionOur Mission is to build a strong relationship with our existing customer and

provide the best quality of services at most competitive prices to serve more and

more customers globally. We are determined to serve our customer in the most

efficient way and always on time.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------VisionOu

r goal is to provide world-class services and latest technologies in our work to all our

customers to achieve their loyalty and trust on our company. We aim at nothing

less then perfection in our work. We aim at customer satisfaction more than our

own

benefits.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Our TeamWe believe that the growth of the company entirely depend on its

employees therefore we try and keep up the motivation of our employees by giving

all the possible benefits and a safe and secure environment for work. Our team is

highly dedicated and work together 24/7 to provide our client with best services and

on time delivery. They are committed to provide are client with best solution to

their need and work towards the customer satisfaction, we have Marketing & Sales

team, Engineers, Skilled Labors who are extremely experienced in their field and

are truly motivated to an extend that they work in coordination with each other for

the growth of company and customer contentment.

Contact Person: Mr. Vahid Hemmati
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